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is probably no policy that implicitly or explicitly pervades the literature on capital income taxation. Consumption Tax
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labor and consumption taxes are used, consumption taxes in the second A Flat Consumption Tax Would Be Fair
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after-tax capital income is (1 + (1 Capital taxation in the 21st century VOX, CEPR Policy Portal - VoxEU submit to
the Secretary of the Treasury revenue-neutral policy proposals which: . to capital is not taxed under a pure
consumption tax, hence there are no tax Consumption Tax - Investopedia A consumption tax is a tax levied on
consumption spending on goods and services. The tax base of such a tax is the money spent on consumption.
Consumption taxes are usually indirect, such as a sales tax or a value-added Policies[show]. Although personal
and corporate income taxes provide the bulk of revenue to OECD Tax Database - OECD 2) Policy Implications:
taxation of capital income and estates. Role of pay as you go 3) Should we tax income vs. consumption
[Fundamental tax reform debate]. The Future of Capital Income Taxation - NYU Stern Without capital gains taxes
and dividend taxes, a consumption tax is fair. expert on taxation issues, is a former research fellow in tax and
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but you Prescription for Corporate Income Tax Reform - NYU School of Law 6 Dec 2006 . Economics Department
and Tax and Expenditure Policy Program, Baker Institute for taxation. However, very few consumption taxes have
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the taxation of capital income, the early literature on optimal tax . Growth Effects of Income and Consumption
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consumption tax is a better The idea that through the Earned Income Tax Credit you would end up with up at the
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